
But that does not answer the main question is
it also a requirement of Western policy to do everything
possible9 short of war9 even if it may risk war, t o
weaken and destroy and replace the Chinese Communist
government as implacably hostile to us' and as irrevocably
tied to Moscow in the International Communist conspiracy?
That is one questiono Or are we to consider the Peking
government as another Communist government - like the
governments of the ûoS,S,H., or Czechoslovakia or Roumania -
a government which the Chinese people themselves have
accepted for good or i119 in which our concern is not with
their internal system of government but only with the
question of the extent to which these governmentS unay pursue
agg,ressive military policies?

The differing answers to these two questions, on
both sides of the Atlantic, point up and underline the
seriousness of the problem and the danger of division over
it.

Only this morning a distinguished and powerful
United States leader is reported as saying9 (and I quote
from the press9 realizingg of course9 that quotations of
this kind are sometimes taken out of context and ma y
sometimes give the wrong impression) : "We should do our
best' that isg the United States, to negotiate a Korean
truce and if we faile then let England and our other allies
know that we are withdrawing from all further peace
negotiations in Koreaon He went on, "I beliewe we might
as well abandon any idea of working with the United Nations
in the East and reserve to ourselves a completely free
hand. a ._

A11 I can say is that if this should become the

United States pbl.icy9 it would be deplorable, I think,
and a great blow -to co-operation in the Pacifie, and -
certainly a great blow to the United Nations, which , as

I see it, still remains our best hope for the ultimate
solution of these political p-roblems which now so
tragica lly divide the worlda And, incidentally, in this
intexdependent age a free hand is pretty difficult for
any statea howeVer powerfulS to secure . Yets though we

might have differing views on this kind of statemént, it
surely would be a very great mistake , and worse , a tragedy9

If we got too wrought up over it or replied to it in
irritable or controversial ternis . Surely it is far more
important to find out why this feeling prevails in certain

quarters , in certain very responsible and some moderate

quarters in the United States , and then try to get

together and see what we can do to remove this difference
of viewpoint and policy .

Some light on these difficulties may , I think' be
thrown by our experiences in trying to negotiate an
armistice in Korea. It is a very good case history in
respect of this problem .

The truce negotiations in Korea , which have been
going on for such a long time now , have been both difficult

and delicate . They have been conducted with very grea t
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